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THE EDITORIAL.

Dear Member,
At least the cartoons in the last issue were decipherable!

This issue we have a -flower puzzle -for you. This seems so obscure to
an ignoramus like tns that I decided to givt you th& answers in this
issue (on a later page).

Please support our Christmas Social, ths ias»t two h&v& been well
attended and snuch enjoyed - &o come alone and maintain our success.
I-f nothing else it is an in-formal opportunity to bend the ears o-f the
Committee members with your iikss and dislikes! Details of the event
are given below.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * - * • * * # # * * *

* fr
* 19S3 SOCIETY CHRISTMAS SOCIAL *
* *

Our Christmas Social will be on Friday December 9th

at

TICKETS AVAILABLE

FROM

MARY & TONY HOCKING

30 CQNNAUGHT CLOSE

(Y. 875158)

The Yateley Centre

in

Room C. U 4

at

8s00pm

The orices £2,SO

TICKETS AVAILABLE

FROM

MARY & TONY HOCKING

30 CQNNftUGHT CLOSE

(Y. 375158)

It will be a chaese an J wine event, erase! 1 i ft'r.ad witsi Irish -folk songs,
Scottish shortbread, English mince pies and Caerphilly cheese!

FROM THE CHAIRMAN by Richard Johnston
Since I last wrote in the Newsletter the Executive Cojiwr.ittee has been
strengthened by the cooption of thraa new aseo-bers,, Hal col m Pope, Irene
Draper and Jill Howel1, who are all making vtry useful contributions
to the -future progress of the Society.

The Executive has been care-fully considering the futurs direction o-f
the Society, and wo have held two extraordinary oee'uingR o-f the
Executive which considered this and no other business. As a result we
decided that while the existing activities would continue, we should
concentrate on a campaign on Countryside issues, embracing both
Conservation and Access issues. A subcor..mtzca haa been set up to work
out the details o-f what particular sub indues we should concentrate
upon, and how the campaign shc.<ald be conducted. These are, o-f course,
issues that the Society has a?.ready been working on -for a long time,
but we hope that the new initiative will encourage more of the
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membership to become involved in active campaigning, and also attrac.
outsiders. Campaigning requires persistence, development of expertise""
and extensive use o-f personal contacts, but there will also be many
more backroom and routine tasks which I would like to see shared out
amongst the membership.

As a prelude to this campaign, we commissioned Chris Hall during the
summer to conduct a botanical survey o-f the 138 acres o-f Blackbushe
air-field which is due to become available to the public under a
Section 52 Planning Agreement. His report has already proved valuable
in highlighting the conservation needs of this dry heathland habitat.

FLORAL ALIASES Assembled (not invented) by
David and Valerie Kerslake

Do you know these flowers by their usual names?

1. Sorcerer's violet

2. Adam's flannel

3. Gollan

4. Witch's thimble

5. Lady's fingers

6. Codlins and cream

7. Calvary clover

8. Policeman's helmet

9. Fox and cubs

10. Lunary

a. bittersweet
b. periwinkle
c. ground ivy

a. catmint
b. slender tare
c. mullein

a. corn marigold
b. restharrow
c. knapweed

a. clustered bell flower
b. foxglove
c. woodsage

a. kidney vetch
b. white melilot
c. fumitory

a. barren strawberry
b. great willowherb
c. redshank

a. spotted medick
b. hairy bittercress
c. horseshoe vetch

a. black nightshade
b. knewel
c. Himalayan balsam

a. orange hawkweed
b. treacle mustard
c. cleavers

a= moonwort
b. honesty
c. scurvy grass

THE ROYAL OAK VALLEY by Irene Draper
After some delay the new footpath from the South end of the Valley
through to Handford Lane was opened. This now makes a circular walk
onto the common and back down the public footpath past the Cricketers
pub.
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Several Sundays during the autumn and winter were spent doing
conservation work. Society members again joined the Blackwater Valley
Conservation Volunteers and the Farnborough Field Volunteers to do
coppicing and scrub clearing. Where dense elder and willow were
coppiced allowing more light in, common valerian, yellow loosestrife,
marsh thistle, great willowherb and purple loosestrife appeared making
a marvellous splash of colour in June, July and August. Two new
sleeper bridges were also put in this spring. One on the footpath
where it becomes very wet in the winter, the other across the stream
to the meadow area. Here we also helped erect a short fence and stile
to prevent motor cycles from crossing the bridge. This proved
unnecessary as the sleeper bridge was removed by vandals after only a
few days, the stile still stands!

Hart District Council have also been working in the Valley. They have
put in a sloping path at the start of the Valley footpath and widened
the path between Beavers lane and the new southern section. This will
allow easier access to the Valley for pushchairs and wheelchairs. A
fence, with a gate, has been put across the end of Henley Gardens and
we hope this will stop the dumping of garden rubbish which is very bad
in this part of the Valley.

There were two guided walks through the Valley this year. One in May
and another in July which was part of the Blackwater Valley Guided
Walks programme.

Unfortunately, apart from the rubbish clearing day on November 6th
there will be no conservation work in the Valley this autumn. Simon
Pilpel who has led the B.W.V.C.V. for the past year has left the
Blackwater Valley Project to take up a new appointment with Rushmoor
Borough Council. Simon's successor, we hope, will continue his good
work and we trust that we will be able to join the B.W.V.C.V. for
conservation work in the new year.

YATELEY HALL UPDATE by Richard Johnston

There have been a series of modifications to the Planning Application
submitted early this year, and while current plans still need
considerable tidying up at the detail level, the plans are a vast
improvement over those which were originally submitted. A lot of
people have done a lot of work trying to get the plans right. Members
will be pleased to know that many of the views expressed by the
Society have been incorporated in the proposals. This proves that
although we cannot achieve all that we might like, we can achieve a
great deal, but this does depend on dedication to the task and
cultivation of personal contacts. The Society is now giving those
plans its qualified support, as giving the best prospect for the site
which we can realistically hope to obtain. Much still remains to be
done on the planning front, quite apart from the continuing work of
historical research about the building and its occupants.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT!!

Picture postcards we have had printed with a grant from Yateley Town
Council will very soon be on sale in the town. There are two views of
the Green and one enticingly wild looking one of the Gravel Pit Pond
on the common, all from photographs by Stephanie Pattenden. Do buy
them and send them to your friends to prove that Yateley is not just
new houses and traffic.
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DUCK DECOYS, PART OF OUR VANISHING COUNTRYSIDE by Tony Hocking

r
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The popular conception o-f a duck decoy is a model duck floating on a
pond to attract real ducks to within shooting range. However, Charles
II found a totally different decoy while in exile in the Low
Countries. He was so enthusiastic that, after the Restoration, he
imported a Dutch expert, Hydrach Hi lens, to build a decoy in St
James's Park. The idea caught on with nobles who wished to "keep up
with the Charleses" and they proliferated.

Only two duck decoys are left in the UK. One is at Boarstal1 near
Thame, it is owned and operated by the National Trust and managed by
the Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire Naturalists Trust.

It consists of a square pond set amongst trees where ducks can settle
without disturbance and feel at home. The pond has gently tapering
channels leading off at each corner,. These channels are curved so
that the ends are not visible from the pond. Each is covered by
netting supported on wood or iron hoops, about 3 metres radius at the
mouth and tapering to less than 0.5 metres radius at the far end,
beyond this is a removable section of netting tunnel about 2 metres
long with a blocked end.

Beside the curving channels are overlapping rush screens behind which
a man can hide, with gaps visible only from the closed ends of the
tunnels. Between each screen and the channel is a low bar.

The operator starts by encouraging ducks to congregate at a tunnel
entrance by feeding them. Once they are accustomed to this spot the
man enlists the aid of his trained decoy dog. The man makes a
peephole in the first screen with a wooden spike and makes sure there
are ducks present, he then orders the dog to run in front of the
screen, jump over the low bar and then hide again. The ducks,
intrigued by the movement, swim closer. The man retreats, always
hidden, to the second screen and sends the dog around this one; the
ducks, ever more curious, follow. This is repeated, luring the ducks
into and along the channel with its netting tunnel. Should the ducks
hesitate the man introduces another animal to get their interest - the
Boarstal man has a stuffed polecat on a stick! Peter Scott, who used
to decoy ducks at Slimbridge, used a stuffed fox on a broom handle!

Once the ducks are near the narrow end of the tunneJ the man jumps out
between the screens and herds them into the end section where they are
caught and removed. In the past the ducks had their necks wrung and
were sent to market, but now they are ringed and released. The
Boarstal warden has had his rings reported from as far away as Turkey.

Old records show annual catches around 600 to 800 ducks, larger decoys
used to catch over 1000.



UNDER NEW MANAGEMENTS THE COMMON by Valerie Kerslake

There was a chance to fr-set ̂ aul Ratter when he came to talk to a
Natural History meeting in October. He has succeeded Peter Dinsdale
as chie-f ranqsr of Yateley Common, though his title is actually
Assistant Manager (making him -feel rather as if he were running a
supermarket), while he lives in the Warden's house. Paul, who has two
•full-time staff Crangsrs), is- rssponsible for all the commons owned by
Hampshire in the northern part of the* county, though not for the 138
acres of "exchange land" north of th& airport of which we are hearing
a great deal just now.

The 450 acrei; of Yateley Ccmpcn require continuous management; if left
alone all would revrert to scrub ve^y quickly. Looking ahead at the
next ten years, Paul visualises a mosaic of different habitats, with
the oaks around the sdge^ regaining to becc/ne the ancient woodland of
the future. Storm-damaged trees could be left as they are to maintain
wiIderness.
innumerable
try mowing,
ground, and

Birch in th~ bit? problems; cruas can be cleared but
year. He wantsseedlings will spring up th-3 following year. He wants to

especially whtsre wavy hair grass has covered the cleared
also spoke of a "jungle? basher" to use on mixed bracken,

birch and hsather, such as near St^oud Pool. The HCC is interested in
grazing but it would not LJP practicable here with so many people
about, and roads crossing and surrounding the? c=nroon. Someone
mentioned the fleck of r>hcep that was gr̂ .zrad a few years ago. That was
an expensive and unsuccessful experiment, end the sheep, not keen
about the vegetation available or: the coition, were all too often
discovered happily browsing in nearby gardens. The one thing that
seems to daunt Paul - and no wonder - is th& never-anding rubbish. It
is constantly btiny removed but often within two or three hours
another load has appeared at the sains plc.ee - the tippers never
getting caught in tho act. Motor bikes ar? alto elusive; joint action
with BCA and the airport may nuccerd in deterring them, and if the
public could report registration numbers of b:ikas seen on the common
to the police or the Warden'a Hoi'.ce *E7434i) iv might help.

In more positive trscsod he hopes to organise groups of conservation
workers for tat̂ 'is such a* *cr.ib clearance and coppicing to encourage
wildlife.

from all ovsr thc> country cleared a large
nnnr tha cerr.etery, and in spite of having
school they saw it as an enjoyable and very
uncrrous enthusiasm for our common. CWhere

In October a tscam who csrrit:
stretch of birch anc gorse
to sleep on the -floor of <•>
worthwhile wee!;, and shat ?
are Yatrelgy 's energetic country;;! Je-I ovtrs? Do they go off to save the
Midlands, or the l.ast Country? One understands the? draw of distant
pastures but, if ya.i exi^t, /cur o^n doorstep needs you badly!]

Making the cosnfnon mor& accsssihlu is another aim, with the opening of
the gypsy barricades if it a.<n only be dons safely. There are plans to
mark footpaths, and to urent mcp!i «nd signboards, perhaps with
"stop-press" news on thenir Part of Mhe dspot (for machinery) at
Frogmore will becoitî  art in-formation centre with displays and reference
books; species lists and oths.r material would be welcomed. Paul looks
forward to summer walkK for learning what plants grow where; he
emphasised that he nesds both knowledge and interest from local
people.

SANE PLANNING by Tony Hocking

The Yateley Society supports the activities of Sane Planning In the
South East (SPISE) , which ca.-.paignE far reduced development in this
region and particularly campaigns against new towns in rural areas.
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On October 13th SPISE, with the Hook Action Group, Northern Parishes—*-
Action Group and others, organised two coach loads of people to attenv
a "fringe" meeting of MPs in the "Sane Planning Group" at the
Conservative Party Conference at Brighton. Three Yateley Society
members (Jill Howel1, Mai sie Hoare and I> joined in.

Our coach left Hartley Wintney at 9 am, arriving in Brighton at 1030.
We joined forces with the NORPAG contingent and took up a position
across the road from the conference hall. When the MPs and delegates
came out at lunch time we waved placcards with slogans "SUPPORT SANE
PLANNING", "HANDS OFF OUR VILLAGES", etc, and chanted "SAVE OUR GREEN
FIELDS". (All this to the amusement of the many police who were
extremely courteous and helpful at all times.) We were not, perhaps,
the usual crowd of demonstrators, after all I am sure that most people
in the party were Conservative supporters, and we had a cleric and a
General in our number!

Having let off steam we broke for lunch, reformed briefly when the
conference was reassembling and then waited for the fringe meeting
starting at 4 pm. Five local MPs, chaired by Jerry Wiggin from
Berkshire and including Julian Critchley, addressed the meeting
supported by three more MPs on the floor.

We were told that the "Sane Planning Group" now numbers 96 MPs and
that their collective voice is now large enough to be heard. We were
warned however that this is only the first step, and that continued
heavy pressure from the local societies is essential if a successful
impact is to be made on government policy.
The various speakers reiterated the well known list of problems with
overdevelopment and promised that they would work for inner-city
reconstruction and the curbing of "green field" building. To cut a
long story short, they made all the right noises; I only hope that
something constructive comes of their efforts.
Several questioners asked if there was a chance of making the "Sane
Planning" activity cross-party. The Chairman said no, the group could
only be effective in modifying government policy if they were a purely
Conservative organisation* He stressed that for us, on the other hand,
it was very worthwhile lobbying politicians of all parties, as all
votes counted in the House. The need for accuracy in our statements
when lobbying and when presenting evidence at enquiries was also
stressed.
The local groups were thanked for coming to Brighton and were assured
of the continuing efforts of the 96 MPs. The meeting broke up at 5:30
and we left Brighton at 6s15.

Was it worth going? Yes, it was an interesting day, and if I put
aside my natural cynicism where politicians are concerned, I find
hope for the future in what was said. Above all, the strength of
feeling of the local groups was well and truly demonstrated.

some

Can I reconcile the day with our "non-political" status? I believe
that I can on three counts;
1. We were furthering one of the Society's declared aims; "To promote
high standards of planning and architecture".
2. That we went to a meeting with a particular political party is of
no consequence, under other circumstances it could have been any other
party.
3. Lobbying our own MP is a standard procedure for any cause.

Quote from the Sunday Telegraph of Oct 16: "International Socialists,
who would once have chanted loudly outside the Conference Centre for
the 'right to work' were replaced last week by polite conservationists
giving out leaflets that urged 'Sane Planning In the South East'."
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SIGHTINGS OF THE DARTFORD WARBLER

Chris Hall came accross the following references to
Warbler in letters -from the writer and naturalist W.
J.R.Harding, who, Chris says, was a London actor o-f
at the time, and who later served on the council o-f
Hudson helped to -found.

the Dart-ford
H.Hudson to
some distinction
the RSPB which

14 June 1906. "I am obliged to you for telling me of the Dartford
Warblers...When I wrote Birds and Man C19013 I had found the species

the vicinity of Frensham, where the birdin four counties. One was in
still exists.., so it is not strange that it
discovered near Blackwater. I have failed to
Berkshire, where it used to be common in one
it has bred for some years at the spot
again in that county on the borders of
increasing a little now: ten years ago
vanishing.

should have been
find the bird in
or two localities, but

you name, we may look for it
Hampshire. I think it is
I greatly feared that it was

if

"...A young Scotch(sic) naturalist wrote to me..of the birds he
found...(during a holiday near Selborne)... He found the Dartford
Warblers in the furze bushes on a common close to Frensham Great Pond.
I am always grateful to be told of a new locality for the bird, and
always express the hope that it will be told only to those who are
known to persons who are anxious to preserve it from the collectors."

26 July 1912. "It was my forgetful ness not to have written and told
you I had found the Dartford Warblers at the spot you directed me to.
It was on Hartford Bridge Flats and I stayed in the village of Yateley
on the border of the common. I found the Dartford Warbler in three
separate places, but the spot where they were abundant was near the
main road across the Flats on the right hand join from Blackwater and
about the middle of the Flats, where the furze grows very
luxuriantly."

From Birds of a Feather; The Unpublished Letters of W.H.Hudson
(Moonraker Press).

THEY BROUGHT A THING by Valerie Kerslake

A little clay lamp from Cyprus, 2000 years old, was certainly the
earliest "thing" brought when the History Group had a 'Bring a Thing'
meeting recently.

Closer to our own time were two small double portraits in oils on wood
with rough wooden frames that were found during the first world war in
a trench previously occupied by a French soldier who almost certainly
died soon afterwards, and remind us that men were sometimes stuck in
trenches for months at a time.

A chemist's recipe book of 1790 was brought along by one of his
descendants. Recipes exchanged with colleagues and acquaintances that
were copied into this notebook show he was prepared for many
eventualities. Along with treatments for coughs, piles and rheumatism
were instructions for helping with difficult calving and for making
red ink.

We saw a wooden structure from the nineteenth century that turned out
to be a lace bobbin winder, and some bobbins with loving messages
delicately spiralling up them.

Some coins were passed around, and we were told a little of their
history and the metals used at different periods, but nobody could
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throw any light on the purpose of an old ruler marked with
wholly mysterious lines and -figures.

precise bu.

Strictly local items had all been dug out of the ground: a smooth,
spherical bell that no doubt once swung from the neck of a Yateley
sheep, and a variety of bottles flung away into the garden before the
day of the dustman. An older and more massive bottle, squat and
greenish black, had been retrieved from the bottom of the sea off the
Bahamas where it had lain for 200 years.

Finally we looked at a slide of an aerial view of Yateley, made from a
photograph lent to the Society. Although it was less than 30 years
old, identifying the various features gave rise to surprisingly brisk
discussion.

HISTORY MEETING by Michael Holroyd
Mill Farm has recently been demolished to make way for an (apparently)
older building.

Mill Farm stood on the site of Yateley Mill, which was first mentioned
in 1351. Geoff Hoare was able to record the process of demolition and
to look out for clues to earlier buildings, which were disappointingly
few. On Wednesday 23 November Geoff will show us the pictures he
took, and we will try to piece together the history of Yateley Mill
from this and other evidence.

There will be no History meeting in December,
will be announced later.

NATURAL HISTORY

The January meeting

by Iene Draper

There will be no Natural History Group meetings in December or
January, but there will be a Winter Walk on Sunday December 4th. The
meeting place will be the Green opposite The White Lion public house
at 10s30am. The route will go across the Green, down Moulsham Lane ,
along the footpath to the Blackwater River, then along the new River
Footpath to Mill Lane and back via Chandlers Lane to The White Lion,
where anyone wishing to can have a pre-1unch drink.

ANSWERS TO FLORAL ALIASES

1. b
2. c
3. a

4. b
5. a
6. b

7. a
8. c
9. a

10. a + b



THE HART SOCIETIES FAIR by Tony Hocking

Saturday 22nd October saw the first Hart Societies Fair, held at the
Mayhill School in Gdiham.

17 organisations concerned with local history, preservation and
conservation provided a wide range o-f interesting displays, and gave a
series o-f talks and video presentations throughout the day.
The Yateley Society was represented with both a display and a talk.
The main display pansl described the Society and its aims, flanked by
panels entitled "YATELEY HAS ITS PLEASURES" and "YATELEY ALSO HAS ITS
PAINS". The "pleasures" panel listed and illustrated the good points
o-f Yateley, concentrating on our open spaces, Conservation Area and
interesting old buildings; the "pains" panel covered such things as
over-development and chronic litter dumping.

Our talk was given by our president, Edward Dawson, and was on "The
Environment o-f Yateley". Edward started by describing the local
geological history, including "river capture" o-f the original River
Blackwater headwaters by the t'ey resulting in a tiny Black water in a
wide valley, and led up to the present ecology of our heathland and
the need -for management &ark to preserve the heather.

Those of us who attended tn?3 fair found it very worthwhile, both for
the displays and talks and also -for the opportunity to discuss mutual
problems and successes with kindred spirits from other places.

Our display attracted several people who were astonished at what
Yateley had to offer? they had usually only passed through and
dismissed Yateley as "just a lot of houses where there used to be a
little village", ro we were able to disillusion them in a pleasant
manner.

As well as Civic bocisties there? war> the Surrey and Hants Canal
Society, NEHAS, the North Hants Bat Group, and other similar
organisations; this aads far s. wide variety of exhibits covering many
interests. One star.d hed the SBC "Doomsday" computerised video
programme available for people to access, this was very popular.

One thing becasns very obvious; we rr.ust have attractive goods for sale
at this kind of event - not the edibles ws usually have at the May
Fayre, but booklets, pas-ss, roues, tea—towels, etc. These are necessary
for providing an attraction to passers-by which will gather their
interest to our stand, and of ccurse should make a little money in the
long term.

We were slightly disgusted with Hart District Council: H.D.C. put up
an excellent display illustrating the Conservation Areas in Hart, with
good pictures r.nd detailed r̂ aps; but they ignored the Yateley
Conservation Arrea. 1 complained to ths Chairman of H.D.C. at the Fair,

itten about it to the Hart Planning Committee. (Luckily I
Conservation Area en our display, so it received some

and I have wri
had a map of our
publicity after all >

The Fair was organised by Mr Tony Uright of the Fleet and Crookham
Local History Group, with the idea of repeating the event at 2-yearly
intervals, if this inaugural event was a success, with the location at
a different settlement in Mcrt on each occasion.

I believe that Tony Wright is to be congratulated on his
and that the Yateley Society should support future Fairs
place.

initiative
if they take
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YATELEY SOCIETY PROGRAMME 1988/89 (FROM NQV 25)

- November -

Wed 23 HISTORY -Mill Farm & Yateley Mill
An illustrated talk by Geo-f-f Hoare

December

Fri 2 MONTHLY REVIEW OF LOCAL PLANNING

Sun 4 WINTER WALK - THE RIVER FOOTPATH
Moulsham Lane to the Bla.ckwater,
the new footpath to Mill Lane
and back via Chandlers Lane.
Led by Irene Draper.

Fri
* *
* !!! CHRISTMAS SOCIAL !!i *
* *

PLEASE BOOK YOUR TICKETS EARLY!

Y • L e * r i • l a w

Y.C. A.1.5

The Green

7:30pm

7:30pm

10:30am
opposite The White Lion

Y.C. C.1.4 8s00pm

Fri 30 MONTHLY REVIEW OF LOCAL PLANNING

1989 1989

- January -

Y.C. A.1.5 7:30pm

1989

Thurs 26 ! YATELEY SOCIETY AGM ! Y.C. Green Room 8:00pm

The AGM is important, it gives you a chance to take part in the
running o-fthe Society, and to give your opinions on matters o-f policy.

Fri 27 MONTHLY REVIEW OF LOCAL PLANNING Y.C. A.1.5 7:30pm

COPY DATES:

STOP PRESS 1st January 1989

NEWSLETTER 12th February 1989


